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Abstract

Learning from human feedback is a prominent technique to align the output of
large language models (LLMs) with human expectations. Reinforcement learning
from human feedback (RLHF) leverages human preference signals that are in the
form of ranking of response pairs to perform this alignment. However, human
preference on LLM outputs can come in much richer forms including natural
language, which may provide detailed feedback on strengths and weaknesses of
a given response. In this work we investigate data efficiency of modeling human
feedback that is in natural language. Specifically, we fine-tune an open-source
LLM, e.g., Falcon-40B-Instruct, on a relatively small amount (1000 records or
even less) of human feedback in natural language in the form of critiques and
revisions of responses. We show that this model is able to improve the quality of
responses from even some of the strongest LLMs such as ChatGPT, BARD, and
Vicuna, through critique and revision of those responses. For instance, through one
iteration of revision of ChatGPT responses, the revised responses have 56.6% win
rate over the original ones, and this win rate can be further improved to 65.9% after
applying the revision for five iterations.

1 Introduction

Recent developments in Large Language Models (LLMs) have deeply impacted the course of
research and practice in Natural Language Processing (NLP), conversational AI, and beyond, since
the introduction of ChatGPT. Currently there are three general steps in building such LLM-based
conversational systems, which are pre-training, supervised fine-tuning, and further alignment of
model responses with human preferences. The last step is often done through Reinforcement Learning
from Human Feedback (RLHF) [19]. In this approach, first a reward model is trained using human
annotations of the preferred responses between pairs of responses. The reward model is then used to
further fine-tune the LLM through RL, e.g., using online policy optimization, PPO [25].

Aligning outputs of an LLM with human preferences using RL and based on a reward model has its
own challenges. RLHF is notoriously unstable during training and requires much more computational
resources to host both policy and base models, which imposes great challenges to the infrastructure
when the model size exceeds 50B parameters [16]. Additionally, in RLHF human preference is
conveyed to the model through a single reward value. However human preferences could be much
more elaborate, specific, and detailed. For example, a response might be preferred because it is
concise and to the point, or covers a certain key aspect in more details and leaves other aspects at
high level. To enable LLMs to learn from fine-grained human feedback beyond a singular value,
recent work such as Chain of Hindsight [14], looked into how to teach the model human preferences
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without a reward model by showing the model two responses and indicating that one is preferred over
the other one based on certain reasons in natural language.

In this work we teach the model human preferences through examples and in natural language.
Specifically, given a prompt and a response, we teach the model to (1) generate a critique of this
response and outline the positive and negative aspects of the response, and (2) revise the initial
response according to the critique. We refer to this approach as Critique and Revise, or CnR for
short. Through human annotation, given a prompt and a response we collect a critique of the response,
as well as a revised response based on the critique. With a relatively small set of such annotated
samples, e.g., fewer than 1000 samples, CnR is able to teach an open-source LLM like Falcon-40B-
Instruct to revise and improve even ChatGPT responses. Through one iteration of ChatGPT response
revision, the revised responses have 56.6% win rate over the original ones, and this win rate can
be further improved to 65.9% after applying five iterations of revisions. Such great data efficiency
implies that it is easier for models to learn the alignment to human feedback via detailed critiques in
natural language compared to pairwise comparison feedback that simply tells which of two responses
is preferred.

Furthermore, through our collected diagnostic test set we validate that the CnR model is able to
generate critiques that are meaningful and specific to a given response and can address those errors
in the response. We also show that this model can follow a given critique and revise the responses
accordingly. Moreover, through ablation studies, we show that the revision quality can be improved
by using larger base pre-trained models and higher quality instruction-tuning data. We also study the
impact of the amount of CnR data on the performance of the CnR model.

Figure 1: Example of critique and revision annotation

2 Related Work

Alignment via Preference Modeling. To align LLM outputs further with human preferences or
values, a popular approach is to learn and utilize preference models that can mimic human preference.
Leveraging these models, LLMs can be trained to generate responses that ensure high preference
scores. These approaches require training reward models and reinforcement learning strategies, such
as PPO [19, 11].

To alleviate the dependence on complex RL training, recent work attempted to bypass RL via
approaches such as incorporating implicit RLHF loss, e.g., DPO [21] or introducing ranking-based
loss (e.g., Slic [31], PPO [26], Stable Alignment [15], RRHF [30]).

Alignment via Natural Language Feedback. While reward-based human preference modeling is
appealing, it has the natural crutch in requiring a reward model in the first place, which itself may be
noisy and inaccurate. An alternate approach for alignment is to utilize the primary LLM itself for this
purpose. Particularly, revision-based approaches are predominant in such setups.

The literature of revising model generations contains a large body of work, such as PEER [24], which
built on the traditional problem of editing text [8]. However, earlier work studied this problem in
domain-specific settings, including for Wikipedia document, code revisions [22] or specific tasks such
as grammatical error correction, sentence simplification [18]. These often require custom feedback or
revision generators.
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Recent work, including Self-Refine [17], Constitutional AI [3], etc., started utilizing the instruction-
following capabilities of LLMs to model human feedback in natural language [3]. Via prompting,
these approaches are capable of generating critiques that include multi-faceted attributes (e.g., making
responses helpful, harmless, as well as faithful and honest) and performing iterative revisions to
maximally improve model generations. By using the same LLM for both critique and revisions, LLMs
can essentially self-train to improve themselves. The overall form of revising generations provides an
interpretable framework where the revisions can be observed explicitly in natural language. For an
extensive review of recent literature on critique and revise frameworks, we refer the readers to [17]
and [20].

Is Critique Required in CnR? Feedback or critique generation has multiple use-cases. For
example, it can help annotators to identify issues in model generations and assist them in evaluating
responses (for preference data collection) [23] or in revising model responses with assistance from
the critique. Critiques can also be used for identifying annotation issues, especially with adversarial
human annotators. Moreover, recent work such as [3] demonstrated that critiques do provide
improved revisions, thus justifying their generation. Furthermore, revision via critique can better
evaluate whether the revision improves issues highlighted in the critique. For example, [5] used
similarity as a heuristic to select best revisions with respect to the critique.

Multi-Model Feedback Providers. A recent line of work utilized multiple LLMs as feedback
generators and revisers [15]. For example, [10] used two LLMs to negotiate with each other via
self-play, where a third LLM acted as a critic to advise one of the negotiators. In contrast to these
approaches, our work considers the same LLM for both critique and revision [17].

General Purpose Feedback in Natural Language. Most of the recent work that modeled human
feedback in natural language studied the problem in either specific applications, like summariza-
tion [23], or a combination of them, e.g., code optimization, acronym generation, dialog response
generation, math reasoning, etc. in Self-Refine [17]. While the latter has much more coverage of
tasks than the former ones, our focus is to study CnR in general purpose human demonstrations.

Training vs. Few-Shot for Natural Language Feedback Setup. Several prior studies have noted
that zero- or few-shot critique or revision generation requires large powerful LLMs [23, 5, 17].
However, large LLMs are usually not open-sourced and come with restrictive licenses, prohibiting
use-cases that demand privacy needs, e.g., legal and healthcare use cases. Given this issue, our work
studies the paradigm of CnR in smaller open-sourced models.

The recently proposed AlMoST [12] shares a similar motivation as ours, in that it also attempts to
perform alignment without the need for a large scale teacher model. For this, they utilize multiple
small scale models and bake in a relative preference of responses from a relatively larger scale model
(e.g., 30B) with few-shot demonstrations to be preferred over a 1B model with zero-shot prompting.
However, AlMoST utilizes SFT and RL for alignment, whereas we study the critique and revision
framework. [27] also demonstrated that smaller models can act as strong refiners when trained aptly.

3 CnR Data

In this section we discuss how we collected the data for CnR. For a given prompt and a response,
the human annotation task is to provide a critique of the response and a revised response according
to the critique. We start with a set of 1,000 human demonstrations that are collected inspired by
the taxonomy introduced in InstructGPT [19] for summarization, generation, question answering,
extraction, brainstorming, and rewrite. Each of these demonstrations includes a prompt and a response,
both written by a human annotator. We use 3 different LLMs that are based on FLAN-T5-XXL,
GPT-J, and AlexaTM 20B [6, 9] and are fine-tuned on the Anthropic Helpful dataset [2]1 to generate
3 additional responses for each prompt. Finally, we randomly select one from the 4 responses for
each of the 1000 prompts. The resulting dataset is 1000 prompts and responses, where we have
a mixed quality of responses. Approximately a quarter of the prompts have responses written by
humans that we expect are of high quality, and for the rest of the prompts, the responses are generated
from relatively weaker models trained on subpar data, and are of lower quality.

1We used base, online, and rejection-sampled version in this link: https://github.com/anthropics/hh-rlhf
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We collected critique and revision for this set of prompts and responses. As illustrated by Figure 1,
for each response to a prompt, annotators are asked to give a score from 1 to 5 for the overall quality
of the response. They are also asked to specify positive aspects of the response, as well as its negative
aspects. In providing a critique for a response, they are asked to refrain from providing generic
statements such as “the overall quality is high” or “the response is flawed”. Instead they are instructed
to point out specific sentences or phrases in the response that are flawed and specify the reason why
those statements are problematic. Moreover, the annotators are instructed not to use first person
language such as “in my opinion” or “I feel like” in their critique of the response. If a response is
already good, annotators can indicate that nothing needs to be improved in the “negative aspects”.

Finally the annotators are asked to provide a revised response for the prompt according to the positive
and negative aspects that they mention in the critique. The revised responses need to be very high
quality. Moreover, annotators were instructed to ensure that critiques and revisions are fully aligned.
In other words, if a negative or a positive point is mentioned in the critique, it should be reflected in
the revised response. Also no additional changes should be introduced in the revised response that
are not mentioned in the critique of the initial response. All annotated records were reviewed by a
second annotator and changes were made when necessary in this review process.

Figure 1 shows a CnR annotated example, consisting of a prompt, the initial response, the critique
of the initial response (that includes an overall score, a set of positive aspects and a set of negative
aspects), and a revised response.

4 CnR Model

Training of the CnR model is done in the same way as Supervised Fine-tuning (SFT) of LLMs
on human demonstrations [19]. The critique and revision annotated data is used to create CnR
training records. In this work we experiment with different ways of constructing these records
for model training and inference. Each annotated sample includes a prompt, an initial response, a
critique, and a revised response, which are denoted as p, i, c, and r, respectively. As illustrated by
Figure 2, we consider three formulations to construct the training records: (1) using all annotations
p → i → c → r, (2) only using the initial response and the revised responses, without the critiques
p → i → r, (3) only using the revised responses p → r. We compare which setting achieves better
performance.

Figure 2: Different CnR data preparation settings

For training, an already supervised fine-tuned model is continually fine-tuned on the CnR training
records. During this training no masking over the training records is applied while calculating the
loss. One benefit of this is that the final CnR model can be used with or without an initial response
or a critique. For instance, in this setting one can prompt the final CnR model to generate an initial
response, a critique of this initial response (an overall score, positive aspects, and negative aspects),
and then a revised response based on the critique. Alternatively, this model can be used to critique
and revise a given response to a prompt; or given a prompt, a response, and a critique of the response,
the model can be used to generate a revised response.

In this work we run CnR fine-tuning on a number of different open source models including GPT-
J [28], GPT-NeoX-20B [4], and Falcon-40B [1], all first fine-tuned on the Dolly dataset [7], to study
the impact of the size of the model on the performance of CnR. This results in three CnR models:
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GPTJ-D-CnR, GPT-NeoX-D-CnR, and Falcon-D-CnR. Moreover, we performed CnR fine-tuning on
Falcon-40b-Instruct as a strong fine-tuned model to study how much improvement from CnR can be
expected when applied to a high-performing LLM. This CnR model is denoted as Falcon-I-CnR.

All the CnR models are trained for 16 epochs with learning rate of 5e− 6 on 4 P4d EC2 instances on
Amazon AWS using the Huggingface’s transformers library. The value of per device batch size is set
to 1, which results in the effective batch size of 32.

5 Experiments

For the evaluation data, we primarily adopt the widely used evaluation dataset of FastChat, which in-
cludes 80 queries encompassing diverse topics, such as writing, knowledge acquisition, math, coding,
etc.2 When evaluating the best CnR setting, we also obtain prompts from Anthropic Helpful [2] and
Self-Instruct [29] as additional evaluation data.

In terms of evaluation metrics, we adopt both automatic evaluation and human evaluation, where each
evaluation instance contains a pair of model responses to compare, with three possible outcome labels:
win, lose, and tie. For automatic evaluation, we use GPT4 as the evaluator, which has been shown to
be able to match the perormance of both controlled and crowd-sourced human preferences [13, 32].
The detailed prompt for GPT4 evaluation is provided in Appendix. Considering that GPT4 is known
to exhibit a positional bias [32], we employ a bidirectional evaluation setting. This means that each
evaluation instance with a pair of model responses is evaluated twice by switching the positions of
the two responses. For human evaluation, we leverage Amazon Mechanical Turk workers. Each pair
of responses is evaluated by 5 randomly assigned human annotators and we only take into account
the evaluated pairs where at least 3 out of 5 annotators agree. We then take the majority vote as the
final human label.

For each instance, we obtain the evaluation scores of responses from models A and B. If the score
of model A is higher than that of B, then model A gets a win for that evaluation instance. After
obtaining the number of wins for model A (WA ) and for model B (WB), as well as number of ties T
on all evaluation instances, the win rate of model A is calculated as (WA+T/2)

WA+WB+T × 100.

6 Results

6.1 Best CnR Setting

Table 1: Win rates (%) in head-to-head matchups be-
tween different formulations, with win rates according
to 5 AMT annotators and GPT4.

Comparison Human GPT4

p → i → r vs p → r 58.5 68.8
p → i → c → r vs p → r 64.0 70.0
p → i → c → r vs p → i → r 54.0 56.9

We first study the best setting, among the
three settings presented in Figure 2, to lever-
age the CnR annotated data for improving
model responses. The goal is to under-
stand the role of the initial response and
critique in CnR. To this end, we conduct
both human and GPT4 evaluation over the re-
vised responses for 486 prompts aggregated
from Anthropic Helpful, Self-Instruct, and
FastChat. Results of these experiments are
shown in Table 1. We can see that the best
setting is where the model first generates an initial response, then generates a critique of that response,
and then generates a revision of the initial response based on the critique. In general this experiment
shows that the improvements from CnR are not simply due to the higher quality of the revised
responses, instead enabling the model to generate a critique and revise the initial response contributes
to the improvements obtained from CnR.

6.2 CnR Can Improve ChatGPT

To show the effectiveness of the CnR method, we use our best CnR model, Falcon-I-CnR (which is
fine-tuned on all 1K CnR training samples), to revise responses generated by Vicuna-13B, BARD,

2https://github.com/lm-sys/FastChat/blob/v0.2.5/fastchat/eval/table/question.jsonl
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ChatGPT, and GPT4 on FastChat test set. Then we use GPT4 as the evaluator to compare the original
responses against the revised ones. Win rates are shown in Figure 3, where each comparison pair
consists of one original response from a LLM and one corresponding revised response from Falcon-I-
CnR. As can be seen, Falcon-I-CnR can effectively improve responses from Vicuna-13B, BARD,
and ChatGPT. It should be noted that the base model of Falcon-I-CnR, i.e. Falcon-40B-Instruct, was
fine-tuned on data from ChatGPT. This implies that for a model X that has been instruction-tuned on
data D, we can further fine-tune it on the CnR data and then use the obtained X-CnR model to further
improve the training data D to a better version D′. Such an improved dataset D′ can potentially help
train a better instruction-tuned model X’.

We also conducted human evaluation to verify the advantage of the revised ChatGPT responses by
Falcon-I-CnR over the original ones. We obtain a 58.2% win rate, which is close to the win rate of
56.6% from GPT4 evaluation.

Figure 3: Win rates between the original re-
sponses from Vicuna-13B, BARD, ChatGPT,
and GPT4 on FastChat 80 queries and the re-
vised responses by Falcon-I-CnR.

Figure 4: Win rates of revised responses by
Falcon-40B-Instruct-CnR with respect to the
original responses from ChatGPT over iterative
revisions.

6.3 CnR Can Improve Iteratively

To validate that our CnR method can keep improving responses over iterations, we use Falcon-I-CnR
to revise the responses from ChatGPT five times iteratively. In iteration N , the revision model revises
the responses obtained in iteration N − 1, or the initial response, if N = 1. We compare the quality
(as measured by GPT4) of the revised responses with the initial ChatGPT responses on the FastChat
test set and present the win rates in Figure 4. As can be seen, the win rate has a big jump from
iteration 1 to iteration 2 (win rate increases from 56.6% to 61.9%), then gradually increases without
plateau until iteration 5 (reaching up to 65.9% win rate). This trend validates that our CnR method
can keep improving responses by many iterations, yielding a final improvement of over 10% in terms
of win rate.

Figure 5: Win rate of the revised responses over the original ones for different base models fine-tuned
on different numbers of CnR samples. Original responses are from instruction-tuned model X (such
as GPTJ-Dolly in the left-most figure), while revised responses are from the corresponding revision
model X-CnR that fine-tunes model X on the CnR data (e.g., GPTJ-Dolly-CnR.)
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6.4 What Impacts Revision Quality?

We would like to investigate what factors can influence the revision quality of our CnR method. By
decomposing the steps of CnR, we have identified the following factors that could play a role: the
base pre-trained model size, instruction-tuning quality prior to fine-tuning on CnR samples, and the
number of CnR samples.

Instruction Tuning: We use both Falcon-D-CnR and Falcon-I-CnR to revise responses from
Vicuna-13B on FastChat test set and calculate the win rates of the revised responses with respect to
the original ones. The results are 63.1% and 53.1% for Falcon-I-CnR and Falcon-D-CnR respectively.
Both revision models use the same Falcon-40B base model and the same CnR data, and the only
difference is the instruction-tuning data. Falcon-I-CnR is based on a set of much larger quantity and
higher quality of instruction-tuning data than Falcon-D-CnR, and it presents much better revision
quality, indicating that better instruction tuning can help with the revision quality.

Number of CnR Samples. In order to study the influence of the size of CnR training data, we
fine-tune an instruction-tuned model X on different numbers of CnR samples ranging from 200 to
1000 with an interval of 200. We then use the obtained revision model X-CnR to revise the responses
from model X and calculate the win rate of the revised responses over the original ones. The results
are illustrated in Figure 5. Generally, the revision quality first improves significantly when sample
size increase from 0 to 600, then gradually saturates with 800 samples and over.

Base Model Size. As shown in Figure 5, trained on the same number of CnR samples, larger models
tend to achieve higher win rate of the revised responses over the original ones. For example, with
800 CnR samples, Falcon-D-CnR (40B parameters), GPT-NeoX-D-CnR (20B), and GPTJ-D-CnR
(6B) obtain 81.6%, 74.7%, and 65.0% of win rate, respectively. Such a trend indicates that larger
pre-trained models lead to better revision quality.

7 Discussion

This section provides additional analysis of the CnR data, which we collected and used to train the
CnR models, and the CnR model behavior.

7.1 Distribution of Critiques

We show the distribution of critiques across the 1000 CnR samples. Specifically, we define six
high-level error categories that are mentioned by the critiques (aspects that initial responses are not
good at): (i) instruction following, (ii) correctness (factual, logical), (iii) relevance, (iv) completeness,
depth and detail, (v) clarity, (vi) safety considerations and limitations. GPT4 is leveraged to annotate
whether each human-written critique mentions any of these six error categories. Figure 6 shows
relevance, completeness, and clarity to be the major error categories.

Figure 6: Distribution of error categories for the responses mentioned by critiques in the CnR data.
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Table 2: Evaluation of generated critiques on the diagnostic dataset. ChatGPT was used to evaluate
the critique based on the coverage of the ground-truth feedback. We include overall performance,
as well as performance on the six error categories: correctness, instruction following, clarity, safety,
completeness/detail/depth, relevance.

Name Overall Corr. Instr. Clr. Saf. Compl. Rel.

Falcon-D-CnR 3.0 2.7 2.9 3.3 3.0 3.1 3.0
Falcon-I-CnR 3.2 2.9 3.1 3.5 3.1 3.4 3.3
ChatGPT 3.7 3.9 3.6 3.8 3.4 3.9 3.6

7.2 Critique Quality

CnR is a multi-step process (p → i → c → r), however our prior evaluations consider the prompt
and response (p, r) and disregard the intermediate critique (c). Here we isolate the critique step,
(p, i) → c, in order to evaluate whether CnR models can generate accurate and complete critiques.

To this end, we leverage GPT4 to create a diagnostic dataset for measuring critique quality. Given a
particular error category (e.g., instruction following, factual correctness, etc.) and several in-context
examples, GPT4 is instructed to generate paired prompts and erroneous responses. The resulting
diagnostic set has 551 samples, each consisting of (i) prompt, (ii) response, (iii) error category, (iv)
natural language feedback explaining the errors in the response.

Using this diagnostic test set, we generate critiques with several CnR models. To evaluate the
generated critiques, ChatGPT is used to measure the degree (1-5) to which the generated critiques
cover the error category and the high-level feedback associated with the prompt and response.

The results in Table 2 show the performance of two CnR models, as well as ChatGPT generated
critique. It is noteworthy that our 40B CnR models are shown to perform better at identifying issues
pertaining to clarity and completeness (3.5; 3.4) relative to correctness or instruction following
(2.9; 3.1). Since the latter two error categories typically require factual knowledge, this may be a
consequence of the base model. Across the six error categories, the difference between Falcon-I-CnR
and Falcon-D-CnR is the largest on completeness (+0.3).

7.3 Revision Quality

Similarly, we next aim to isolate and independently evaluate the revision step: (p, i, c) → r, in order
to ascertain whether our CnR models can effectively revise responses according to a provided critique.

Table 3: Evaluation of revision models on the diagnostic
dataset. The table shows the adherence of the revisions to
(i) detailed critiques, and (ii) low-detail, coarse critiques.
The final column shows the adherence of a revision gen-
erated based on a coarse critique, to the corresponding
detailed critique.

Name Detailed Coarse Coarse to Detailed

Falcon-D-CnR 4.86 4.85 4.77
Falcon-I-CnR 4.90 4.94 4.89
ChatGPT 4.99 4.97 4.94

Starting with the diagnostic dataset used
for measuring critique quality, we use
ChatGPT to convey the ground-truth
high-level feedback as a (i) detailed,
actionable critique and (ii) low-detail,
coarse critique. The resulting diagnostic
dataset for measuring revision quality
consists of 551 samples, each containing
a (i) prompt, (ii) response, (iii) error cat-
egory, (iv) coarse critique, (v) detailed
critique.

Using this diagnostic test set, we gen-
erate revisions with several of our CnR
models. To evaluate the generated revi-
sions, ChatGPT is used to measure the
degree (1-5) to which the revisions adhere to the critique. Adhering to the critique requires that
the revisions resolve the issues raised by the critique, and follow all instructions and specifications
mentioned by the critique.

The results shown in Table 3 demonstrate that our CnR models effectively adhere to the provided
critiques, suggesting that future work should focus more on improving critique generation. The
rightmost column of the table assesses whether revisions that were generated based on coarse
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critiques, adhere to the corresponding detailed critiques. The performance difference between the
second column (Detailed) and last column (Coarse to Detailed) indicates the degree to which a
particular revision model is robust to under-specified critiques. This performance drop is smaller for
Falcon-I-CnR (-0.01) than for Falcon-D-CnR (-0.09), suggesting that the continued pre-training of
Falcon-40B-Instruct facilitates a more robust revision model.

7.4 Error Analysis

In order to analyze how our CnR model performs on different types of prompts, we categorize the
FastChat 80 queries into 8 categories: coding & math, fermi, writing, counterfactual, common-sense,
knowledge acquisition, role play, and generic (each category equally comprises of 10 samples).
Figure 7 presents the win rate plot for each category between the original ChatGPT responses and
revised ones by Falcon-I-CnR in (the average score of two GPT4 evaluation scores obtained in both
directions is used for comparison). As can be seen, our CnR model can improve responses for
the counterfactual, common-sense, knowledge acquisition, role-play, and generic types of prompts,
whereas it cannot revise well the coding, math, femi, and writing types of samples. Our CnR data
annotation does not include coding, math, and femi types of prompts, which can partly explain the
reasons why CnR performs poorly in these types. Besides, all existing open-source LLMs including
Falcon-40B (that is used as the base pre-trained model for CnR) still struggle on complex tasks that
require advanced reasoning capabilities, e.g. coding, math, physics, etc.

Regarding the error patterns when our CnR model cannot improve the original responses from
ChatGPT, we find that they are very concentrated on two types of deficits: less detailed, and less
structured. Our CnR model may revise a long response from ChatGPT to be shorter and more
concise, which is not preferred by the used GPT4 evaluation but may be preferred in some use cases
such as chit-chat and voice-based personal assistants. In some cases, the revised responses may
lose the well-structured format such as listed bulletins. Such degradation on the response format
and structure leads to the lower revision quality on the writing category in Figure 7. We provide
qualitative examples for both types of deficits in Appendix.

Figure 7: Win rate plot between the original ChatGPT responses and revised ones by Falcon-I-CnR
for each category among 8 on the FastChat test set.

7.5 Limitation

There are several limitations in our current collected CnR data: 1) The prompt categories need to
be expanded to include more hard tasks such as coding, math, reasoning, etc; 2) Initial response
quality needs to be enhanced by using more advanced LLMs; 3) The current prompt set contains only
single-turn prompts, which needs to be expanded to include multi-turn interactions; 4) Annotated
revised response quality should also be improved to be more comprehensive and structured. A notable
limitation of our CnR model quality is in the base model used for fine-tuning. Stronger LLMs for
CnR training can lead to better critique and revision capability.

8 Conclusions

In this work, we present a critique-and-revision (CnR) model that can provide a critique including
both positive and negative aspects for a response to a prompt, and further generate a revised response
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according to the critique. Such a CnR model is achieved by fine-tuning an instruction-tuned LLM on
less than 1000 CnR samples. Notably, although the CnR model is derived from an open-source LLM
that is much weaker than ChatGPT, it can improve the ChatGPT responses and can continue the
improvement via iterative revisions, reaching up to 65.9% of win rate after five iterations. This method
can open venues to many interesting applications such as improving training data for supervised
fine-tuning, improving reward model for RLHF, and beyond.
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A GPT4 Evaluation

The prompt used for GPT4 evaluation for general questions is as below:

[Question]
<question>

[The Start of Assistant 1’s Answer]
<response 1>
[The End of Assistant 1’s Answer]

[The Start of Assistant 2’s Answer]
<response 2>
[The End of Assistant 2’s Answer]

[System]
We would like to request your feedback on the performance of two AI assistants in
response to the user question displayed above.

Please rate the helpfulness , relevance , accuracy , level of details of their responses.
Each assistant receives an overall score on a scale of 1 to 10, where a higher score
indicates better overall performance.

Please first output a single line containing only two values indicating the scores for
Assistant 1 and 2, respectively. The two scores are separated by a space. In the
subsequent line , please provide a comprehensive explanation of your evaluation , avoiding
any potential bias and ensuring that the order in which the responses were presented
does not affect your judgment.

The prompt used for GPT4 evaluation for coding questions is as below:

[Question]
<question>

[The Start of Assistant 1’s Answer]
<response 1>
[The End of Assistant 1’s Answer]

[The Start of Assistant 2’s Answer]
<response 2>
[The End of Assistant 2’s Answer]

[System]
Your task is to evaluate the coding abilities of the above two assistants. They have
been asked to implement a program to solve a given problem. Please review their code
submissions , paying close attention to their problem -solving approach , code structure ,
readability , and the inclusion of helpful comments.

Please ensure that the assistants ’ submissions:

1. Correctly implement the given problem statement.
2. Contain accurate and efficient code.
3. Include clear and concise comments that explain the code’s logic and functionality.
4. Adhere to proper coding standards and best practices.

Once you have carefully reviewed both submissions , provide detailed feedback on their
strengths and weaknesses , along with any suggestions for improvement. You should first
output a single line containing two scores on the scale of 1-10 (1: no code/no sense;
10: perfect) for Assistant 1 and 2, respectively. Then give extra comments starting
from the next line.

The prompt used for GPT4 evaluation for math questions is as below:

[Question]
<question>

[The Start of Assistant 1’s Answer]
<response 1>
[The End of Assistant 1’s Answer]

[The Start of Assistant 2’s Answer]
<response 2>
[The End of Assistant 2’s Answer]

[System]
We would like to request your feedback on the mathematical proficiency of two AI
assistants regarding the given user question displayed above.
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First , please solve the problem independently , without referring to the answers
provided by Assistant 1 and Assistant 2.

Afterward , please examine the problem -solving process of Assistant 1 and Assistant 2
step -by-step to ensure their correctness , identifying any incorrect steps if present.
Your evaluation should take into account not only the answer but also the problem -solving
steps. Finally , please output a Python tuple containing two numerical scores for Assistant
1 and Assistant 2, ranging from 1 to 10, respectively. If applicable , explain the reasons
for any variations in their scores and determine which assistant performed better.

B Critique & Revision Diagnostic Sets

Table A.1 shows examples of the diagnostic dataset used to analyze the critique step of CnR. Table
A.2 shows examples of the diagnostic dataset used to analyze the revision step of CnR.

Example 1
Prompt What are the differences between a resume and a CV?
Response A resume is a document that summarizes your work experience, education,

skills, and accomplishments. It is typically one to two pages long and is
used for job applications in the United States and Canada.
A CV, or curriculum vitae, is a more detailed document that includes a
comprehensive history of your academic credentials, research, publications,
and other achievements. It can be several pages long and is used for academic
or research jobs or when applying for positions outside of North America.

Feedback The response does not follow the instructions of the prompt. The prompt
asked for differences between a resume and a CV. The response provided
definitions of each but did not directly contrast the two.

Error Category Instruction Following
Example 2

Prompt What are the effects of climate change on agriculture?
Response Climate change can have several effects on agriculture:

1. Changes in precipitation patterns: Changes in rainfall patterns can lead to
droughts or floods, which can damage crops and reduce yields.
2. Increased temperatures: Higher temperatures can increase evaporation
rates, leading to drier soils and less water for irrigation.
3. Changes in pest and disease patterns: Warmer temperatures can allow
pests and diseases to spread to new areas, affecting crop health and yields.
4. Changes in growing seasons: Changes in temperature and rainfall can
affect the length and timing of growing seasons, which can impact crop
yields.
5. Increased extreme weather events: Climate change can lead to more
extreme weather events, such as storms and heatwaves, which can damage
crops and reduce yields.

Feedback The response includes irrelevant information at the end about the need for
a coordinated global response to climate change and reducing our carbon
footprints. While these are important issues, they are not specifically related
to the effects of climate change on agriculture, which is what the prompt
asked for.

Error Category Relevance

Table A.1: Examples from the diagnostic dataset for critique analysis.

C Error Analysis

Table A.3 shows one example where even our best CnR model Falcon-I-CnR may revise the original
ChatGPT response to be less detailed and less structured, which is the main error pattern of our CnR
model.
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Example 1
Prompt How does photosynthesis work in plants?
Response Photosynthesis is the process by which green plants, algae, and some bacteria

convert light energy, usually from the sun, into chemical energy in the form
of glucose. This process involves six molecules of carbon dioxide and six
molecules of water, which are converted into one molecule of glucose and
six molecules of oxygen.

Feedback The response is correct in describing the general process of photosynthesis,
but it incorrectly states that the process involves six molecules of carbon
dioxide and six molecules of water. The correct ratio is six molecules of
carbon dioxide to twelve molecules of water.

Error Category Correctness
Detailed Cri-
tique

Overall Score: 4/5
Positive: The response accurately describes the general process of photosyn-
thesis and its purpose.
Negative: The response contains a minor error in stating that the process
involves six molecules of carbon dioxide and six molecules of water, whereas
the correct ratio is six molecules of carbon dioxide to twelve molecules of
water. This inaccuracy should be corrected to ensure the response is entirely
accurate.

Low Detail Cri-
tique

Overall Score: 4/5
Positive: The response accurately describes the general process of photosyn-
thesis.
Negative: There is a minor error in the response.

Example 2
Prompt What are the main causes of the First World War?
Response The main causes of the First World War were the assassination of Archduke

Franz Ferdinand of Austria, the rise of nationalism in various European
countries, and the formation of alliances between different countries.

Feedback The response requires negative feedback about correctness because it did
not include one of the main causes of the First World War, which is the
militarism and arms race among the major powers.

Error Category Correctness
Detailed Cri-
tique

Overall Score: 2/5
Positive: The response correctly identifies some causes of the First World
War, such as the assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand of Austria and
the rise of nationalism.
Negative: The response fails to mention one of the main causes of the war,
which is the militarism and arms race among the major powers. This omis-
sion is significant and should be addressed to provide a more comprehensive
and accurate response.

Low Detail Cri-
tique

Overall Score: 2/5
Positive: The response mentions some causes of the First World War.
Negative: There is a significant cause missing from the response.

Table A.2: Examples from the diagnostic dataset for revision analysis.
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Prompt How can governments utilize fiscal and monetary policies to combat economic
recessions?

ChatGPT
Response

Governments typically use a combination of fiscal and monetary policies to combat
economic recessions.

1. Fiscal policies:

Fiscal policies refer to the government’s decisions related to taxes and government
spending. In a recession, governments can use fiscal policies to boost economic
activity by:

- Increasing government spending: Governments can increase spending on infras-
tructure projects, social welfare programs, and other public projects to create jobs
and stimulate economic activity.

- Cutting taxes: Reducing taxes, particularly for low- and middle-income house-
holds, can boost consumer spending and encourage businesses to invest and create
new jobs.

- Providing subsidies: Governments can provide subsidies to businesses and
industries in order to encourage investment and growth.

2. Monetary policies:

Monetary policies refer to the management of the money supply and interest rates.
In a recession, governments can use monetary policies to stimulate economic
activity by:

- Lowering interest rates: Lower interest rates can make borrowing cheaper and
businesses may be more likely to invest in new projects and hire workers.

- Quantitative easing: Central banks can engage in quantitative easing by purchas-
ing government bonds or other assets, which can increase the money supply and
stimulate economic activity.

Overall, the goal of both fiscal and monetary policies is to inject demand into the
economy and get people and businesses spending and investing again in order to
help lift the economy out of recession.

Revised
Response

Governments can utilize fiscal and monetary policies to combat economic reces-
sions. Fiscal policies refer to the government’s decisions related to taxes and
government spending, while monetary policies refer to the management of the
money supply and interest rates. In a recession, governments can use fiscal poli-
cies to boost economic activity by increasing government spending, cutting taxes,
and providing subsidies. They can use monetary policies to stimulate economic
activity by lowering interest rates and engaging in quantitative easing. The goal
of both fiscal and monetary policies is to inject demand into the economy and get
people and businesses spending and investing again in order to help lift the econ-
omy out of recession. However, it is important to note that there are differences in
effectiveness, trade-offs, time lags, and limitations to these policies.

Table A.3: A qualitative example to show that our best CnR model Falcon-I-CnR may revise the
original ChatGPT response to be less detailed and less structured.
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